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This Sunday is one of the most talked about events of the year, whether that be
for ethical, humanitarian or sporting reasons. 

The Men's FIFA World Cup kicks off in Qatar and although it will be different this
year (definitely less pub gardens with this wind and rain), I’ve no doubt that as a
country we will still come together as we always have done in recent
tournaments. 

But if football isn’t your thing and you’re dreading the thought of TV being overrun
with coverage the next few weeks, why not invest in your own development and
help you win instead? 

We’ve collated 20+ sessions from last week’s National Sales Conference into one
on-demand learning hub, available to playback until the end of this year for just
£80+vat (use LOVENSC for 20% off). 

So whether you’ve got FOMO, don’t like football or just looking for some personal
development to help you win in life & at work, book your professional
development pass today.

Thanks, 
Steve

P.S. Next year’s NSC tickets are also available now - Black Friday rate £195+VAT 

3 Key True Worth Principles to Increase Sales
In this video, Vanessa Ugatti dramatically shifts your
thinking enabling you to increase revenue ethically,

without having to work harder, by sharing her ground-
breaking TRUE WORTH step-by-step methodology.

Learn why you must be in charge of the sales
process and how you can determine your own

success.

TRANSFORM YOUR SALES TODAY

Awareness around mental health has definitely
improved, but steps still need to be taken to stem the
devasting effect of those who suffer. Checking in on

people to see how they are doing, seems simple but is
sometimes difficult to do! This masterclass gives you

practical advice and steps to identify signs that
someone may need support, understand how to start
that conversation, plus things to avoid, and continue

the take care of yourself and others.

WATCH NOW
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